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We discuss electron diffraction from two counterpropagating light waves with two different
frequencies. We show that, even though these waves do not form a standing wave, electron diffraction
similar to the conventional Kapitza-Dirac effect, i.e., scattering on a standing wave, is still possible.
The nonlinear response of the electron to the laser fields creates a stationary diffraction grating from
which the same electron scatters.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.92.223601 PACS numbers: 33.80.Rv, 42.50.Hz
The Kapitza-Dirac effect [1] is the earliest example of
the scattering of a matter wave on the periodic spatial
structure formed by two counterpropagating light waves,
E0 cos!t kx and E0 cos!t kx. It is a well-known
example where scattering can be described using either
the language of photons or the language of diffraction on
a stationary ponderomotive potential Up / E0=!2 
cos2kx of the standing wave 2E0 cos!t coskx. In
the photon language, a free electron absorbs a photon
from one wave and emits it into the other [Fig. 1(a)],
conserving energy and changing momentum by 2k
(atomic units are used throughout). In the diffraction
language, the de Broglie electron wave (	DB  2
=p)
diffracts on the periodic structure formed by the standing
wave. The Bragg condition 2d sin  	DB for diffraction
on a ‘‘light crystal’’ with period d  
=k  	=2 co-
incides with the angle of incidence for which both the
energy and the momentum are conserved in the photon
picture.
In a general case of two counterpropagating waves with
different colors, E1 cos!1t k1x and E2 cos!2t
k2x, the energy can be conserved in a multiphoton pro-
cess—the absorption of N photons!1 and the emission of
L photons !2 —if N!1  L!2. For example, if !1  !
and !2  2!, absorption of the two !1 photons and
emission of one !2 photon conserve energy and change
the electron momentum by 4k, Fig. 1(b). The angle of
incidence for which both the energy and the momentum
are conserved is increased by factor two, Fig. 1(b). The
photon picture is essentially identical to the conventional
Kapitza-Dirac case.
On the other hand, the diffraction picture seems to fail:
unless !2  !1, there is no standing wave and there
seems to be no stationary diffraction grating associated
with it. Is then the conventional Kapitza-Dirac scattering
a pathological case, i.e., the only exception where a clear
analogy between the photon language and the diffraction
language is possible [2]? Are we dealing with stationary
scattering without a diffraction grating?
The answer is no. We show that the stationary diffrac-
tion grating exists for all cases when N!1  L!2.
Furthermore, if the total number of photons involved is
odd, as is the case for !2  2!1 (the absorption of two
!1 photons and the emission of one !2 photon), the
diffraction occurs on a grating, which depends on the
initial electron velocity. If, however, the total number of
photons involved is even, as is the case for !2  3!1 (the
absorption of three !1 photons and the emission of one
!2 photon), the grating is velocity independent. Using
classical mechanics, we show that the velocity-dependent
diffraction in the !2  2!1 case can be mapped on the
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Bragg scattering regime for the
conventional Kapitza-Dirac effect with one of the two-photon
diagrams leading to stationary scattering; (b) Two-color
Kapitza-Dirac effect with one of the three-photon diagrams
leading to stationary scattering.
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interaction with an effective stationary magnetic field
periodic in x (creating velocity-dependent periodic
Lorentz force). For an even number of photons, diffrac-
tion is mapped onto a velocity-independent stationary
potential.
The appearance of the stationary diffraction grating
can be understood from a nonlinear optical perspective:
the electron both plays the role of a nonlinear medium
which forms the grating and also acts as a matter wave (or
a classical particle) which diffracts (or deflects) from this
grating. Consider, for example, the case of !1  ! and
!2  2! [Fig. 1(b)]. A linearly polarized field !; k
propagates from the left along the x axis, while a linearly
polarized field 2!; 2k propagates from the right along the
same x axis. The electric fields E1; E2 are polarized along
the z axis, while the magnetic fields B1; B2 are polarized
along the y axis,
Ex; t  E1 cos!t kx  E2 cos2!t 2kx;
Bx; t  B1 cos!t kx  B2 cos2!t 2kx:
(1)
The electron moves in the x-z plane (y motion remains
unaffected).
The electron responds to E1 by oscillating along the z
axis with frequency !. The Lorentz force turns it into the
figure eight motion along the z axis, where the 2! com-
ponent is along the x axis. Thus, a polarization
P2x 2!  2xzz2!;!;!E21;z is created along the x
axis. At the same time, the linear response to !2  2!
induces polarization P1x 2!  1xz 2!; 2!E2;z at the
same frequency. As in conventional nonlinear optics,
mixing the two waves—P2x 2! and P1x 2!— induces
y polarization grating [3].
Now, similar to conventional wave mixing, the matter
wave of the electron diffracts from this stationary grating
to generate the new wave; the phase matching is equiva-
lent to the momentum conservation. Conventionally, a
nonlinear medium such as a beta barium borate (BBO)
crystal is macroscopic, and the momentum recoil cannot
be observed. In our case, the nonlinear medium is a single
electron, and the momentum recoil is observed as the
electron diffraction.
From the nonlinear optics viewpoint, it would perhaps
be surprising that the electron can provide the appropriate
symmetry for wave mixing to occur [4]. Recall that for
2 to be nonzero in the dipole approximation the medium
cannot be reflection invariant in the z direction. In our
case, the nonlinear response arises beyond the dipole
approximation and, in general, requires no symmetry
breaking. However, the second harmonic component of
the figure eight motion is along the x axis. Therefore, the
linear response P22!  1xz E2 is also needed along the
x axis, orthogonal to E2. The nonzero component
1xz 2!; 2! of the linear susceptibility tensor originates
exclusively from the Lorentz force and requires nonzero
velocity in the z direction, 1xz / vz, breaking the reflec-
tion symmetry.
Thus, the strength of the stationary polarization grat-
ing and the associated forces acting on the electron will
be proportional to its velocity—a situation similar to
motion in a stationary magnetic field (see below). This
is typical for an odd number of photons.
We first use quantum mechanical perturbation theory
to obtain the amplitudes of Kapitza-Dirac-like scattering.
We then use classical mechanics to derive effective sta-
tionary forces and gratings and show that it is fully
consistent with quantum results. The second approach
paves the way to a nonperturbative quantum treatment
in the exact same way as for the conventional Kapitza-
Dirac effect [5]. Finally, we perform numerical simula-
tions to fully characterize the frequency and intensity
dependence of the electron motion.
The Hamiltonian is, in atomic units,
H  1
2

pA1
c
sin!t kx A2
c
sin2!t 2kx

2
;
(2)
where A1x; t and A2x; t are the z-polarized vector
potentials of the electromagnetic fields with amplitudes
A1  cE1=! and A2  cE2=2!. The Hamiltonian can be
written as H  H0  V, where H0  p2=2m and V is the
rest of the terms in Eq. (2). Among these we find two
groups: those oscillating with frequency! (V!) and those
oscillating with frequency 2! (V2!):
V!  V 0!  V 00!
  p^zE1
!
sin!t kx  E1E2
2!2
cos!t 3kx;
V2!  V 02!  V002!
  p^zE2
2!
sin2!t 2kx  E
2
1
2!2
cos2!t 2kx:
(3)
Note the presence of the momentum operator in V0! and
V02!. Terms giving nonzero contributions in the lowest
order of the time-dependent perturbation theory are pro-
portional to A21A2 and come from the same group (V! or
V2!). We write the wave function as
r; t  1
L3=2
X
pn
cpn; t exp

i

pnr p
2
n
2
t

; (4)
where L3 is the quantization volume. Substituting Eq. (4)
in the Schro¨dinger equation with the initial condition
cp; 0  p;pi , where pi is the initial momentum, we
obtain for the scattering amplitude cpf; t 
pf;pi  pf;pi	4kcpf; t  
 
 
 . Here  is a Kronecker
symbol, and the amplitude of scattering pi ! pi 	 4k is
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cpf  
X
pn
Z
dt0
Z t0
dt00Vfnt0Vnit00ei!fnt0i!nit00 ;
(5)
where jii  jpii, jni  jpni, jfi  jpfi  jpi4ki,
!fn  p2f=2 p2n=2, and !ni  p2n=2 p2i =2. The sta-
tionary contribution appears after the integration
over dt00, if one uses V0 for one of the matrix ele-
ments in conjunction with V00 from the same group in
Eq. (3) for the other matrix element. Momentum conser-
vation appears via the condition that the matrix elements
are nonzero.
Finite interaction time due to the laser focus can be
included in the impulse approximation. If the initial
electron velocity vz is not affected across the focus width
z, then the amplitudes E1; E2 should be replaced by
E1f1t=!1 and E2f2t=!2, where flt=!l describes fo-
cusing of the lth wave with the characteristic interaction
time !l  zl=vz and flt=!  flvzt=zl.
Performing the inner integration, Eq. (5) yields
cpi 	 4k  	 7vzE
2
1E2
32!3c2
Z 1
1
dtf21tf2tei!fit; (6)
where !fi  pi 	 4k2=2 p2i =2 describes the energy
change between the initial and the final states.
As for the traditional Kapitza-Dirac effect, for infinite
interaction time (f1  f2  1) the kinetic energy is con-
served [6]: the integral in Eq. (6) yields the delta function
!fi. The condition !fi  0 can only be satisfied for
the Bragg angle [Fig. 1(b)] sinB  2k=pi  2	DB=	,
analogous to the standard Bragg regime. For sufficiently
short interaction time, !, diffraction is also possible for
normal incidence, !fi!  8k2!  1. This is analogous to
the standard diffractive regime.
The same result for the scattering amplitude would
have been obtained if one were to calculate scattering
on the stationary periodic potential
Ueff  7vzE
2
1E2
16!3c2
sin4kx (7)
using first-order perturbation theory.
We now use classical equations of motion to show
explicitly how this potential arises from the nonlinear
response of the electron to the laser field. The classical
equations of motion are
x  _z
c
Bx; t; z  Ex; t  _x
c
Bx; t; (8)
where the E (along z) and B (along y) are given by Eq. (1).
To solve these equations we take into account three
facts. First, all motions can be separated into fast and
slow: x  xf  xs; z  zf  zs. Here ‘‘fast’’ refers to os-
cillations with laser frequencies (and its harmonics),
while ‘‘slow’’ refers to the overall motion across the laser
focus. Corrections to the slow motion appear only in the
third order [ / E21E2; see Eq. (7)]. Therefore, the fast
motion can be expanded as xf  x1f  x2f  x3f  
 
 

(and the same for zf). Second, the amplitude of the fast
motion is small compared to the wavelength, kxf  1
and kzf  1, which allows us to expand Exs  xf; t and
Bxs  xf; t around xs. Third, since the velocities of the
fast and slow motions are small compared to the speed of
light, we can ‘‘freeze’’ the slow coordinate while integrat-
ing over one laser cycle, as in the conventional averaging
procedure, [7].
We now insert the definition x  xf  xs; z  zf  zs
into Eq. (8) and use the Taylor expansion:
x  _z
c
Bxf  xs; t  _zc

Bxs; t  xf @Bxs; t@xs

(9)
z  Exs  xf; t  _xcBxf  xs; t
 Exs; t  xf @Exs; t@xs
 _x
c

Bxs; t  xf @Bxs; t@xs

: (10)
Higher order terms in the Taylor expansion yield terms
higher in powers of _x=c; _z=c. Equations (9) and (10) allow
one to build perturbative series in powers of the field. It is
important to keep terms / _xs=c;/ _zs=c on the right-hand
side in the first order.
To see how stationary terms arise in the third order in
powers of the laser field, let us consider one of them. In
the second order, the figure eight motion due to the
fundamental field E1; ! contains the 2! compo-
nent along the x axis: x  E21=2!c sin2!t 2kx.
In the third order, this x2f is inserted into _zs=cxf@Bxs; t=@xs on the right-hand side of Eq. (9).
In combination with the 2! component of @Bxs; t=@xs
[equal to 2kE2 sin2kx 2!t], it produces stationary
term /  _zs=cE21E2 cos4kx.
Collecting all stationary terms in the third order, we
obtain equations for the slow motion:
x s 

qx
mx

_zs
c
Beff cos4kxs; (11)
z s  

qz
mz

_xs
c
Beff cos4kxs; (12)
where Beff  7E21E2=4!2c2 is the ‘‘effective magnetic
field, ’’ and the ‘‘effective charge-to-mass ratios’’ along x
and z are qx=mx  1 and qz=mz  2=7.
These equations look just as if a charged particle was
moving in a dc magnetic field directed along the y axis.
The only nontrivial aspect is the anisotropy between x
and z. It arises from v=c anisotropy of the susceptibility
tensors (both linear and nonlinear) of the free electron.
We can now identify the effective potential for the slow
motion along the x axis. Noting that the right-hand side of
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Eq. (12) is a full derivative with respect to time and
integrating once, we obtain _zs  vz  qz=4!mzBeff 
sin4kxs, where vz is the initial velocity along the z axis.
Substituting into Eq. (11), we obtain
x s  vzc
7E21E2
4!2c2
cos4kxs  7E
4
1E
2
2
64c5!5
sin8kxs: (13)
For the numerical simulations below, we use typical in-
tensities I  5 1013 W=cm2, v=c 1=30, and ! corre-
sponding to 1064 nm light, !  0:043 a:u: The first term
in Eq. (13) is about 5 orders of magnitude larger than
the second term. The effective potential Ueffx 
7vzE21E2=16!3c2 sin4kx is the same as identified
from the quantum treatment [see Eq. (7)]; it corresponds
to the sum of all energy-conserving three-photon dia-
grams. The second term corresponds to the sum of all
secular six-photon diagrams which have zero detuning at
the three-photon step.
The intensity and wavelength dependence of the clas-
sical motion were checked numerically using Eq. (8). For
the wavelength dependence, we fix the wavelength of one
laser beam and vary the other, Fig. 2. The initial electron
velocity is 107 m=s, as in the original Kapitza-Dirac
experiment [8]. The laser intensity is 5 1013 W=cm2
for both beams, and the interaction time is 3 ps. The
initial x position of the electron is varied. In Fig. 2 we
show the results for that initial x position that gives the
maximum deflection in the x direction. When the wave-
lengths are matched, the usual Kapitza-Dirac effect is
present. Strong deflection is also observed whenever
N!1  L!2. We checked that the deflection for the !
2! peak is in perfect agreement with the prediction based
on Eq. (7).
If we direct the initial electron velocity along the y
axis so that vz  0 but the interaction time is the
same, the deflection drops by 5 orders of magnitude
for ! 2! but remains unaffected for !! and !
3!, as expected from Eq. (13). We have also checked
that the dependence on the initial velocity, vz, is linear
for ! 2!. All above parameters are easily accessible
experimentally.
Figure 3 shows that the intensity dependence of the
deflection at the !!, ! 2!, and ! 3! peaks is
E2, E3, and E4, correspondingly, as expected. At high
intensities the deflection is limited for the !! peak,
due to channeling of the electrons in the valleys of the
stationary potential.We have also checked that for vz  0
the intensity dependence of the deflection changes to E6,
in accordance with the second term in Eq. (13).
Exact agreement between the effective potential iden-
tified by the classical and quantum treatments allows us
to go beyond the perturbative quantum treatment by
considering scattering on the effective stationary poten-
tial Ueff in Eq. (7) without using perturbation theory, as
for the standard Kapitza-Dirac effect [5].
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FIG. 2. Wavelength dependence of the electron deflection.
One laser wavelength is fixed at 1064 nm; the other is varied.
The peaks are labeled on the plot.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Intensity dependence of the electron
deflection. The deflection scales with E2 for !! peak, E3
for ! 2! peak, and E4 for ! 3! peak
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